Abstract: While a clear variability of canonical word order across languages has been found, such a finding is not reflected in recent neuroimaging studies of language processing. Languages having a canonical word order of SubjectObject-Verb (SOV) in a sentence make up approximately 43% of world languages, while languages having a SubjectVerb-Object (SVO) word order make up approximately 37%. Sufficient attention has not been given to this typological difference in neuroimaging studies. In this article, we review neuroimaging studies of sentence processing to examine whether the typological difference of canonical word order in a sentence is represented in brain activation results or not. As a result of this literature survey, an effect from the difference in canonical word order was found to exist between SVO and SOV languages for brain activation during sentence comprehension. This effect was found mainly in the left inferior and middle frontal gyri, precentral gyrus, supplemental motor area, inferior and middle temporal gyri, temporal pole, hippocampus, and cerebellum. These results imply that a difference in canonical word order causes a different sentence processing pattern, as well as a different load in the working memory process.
INTRODUCTION
So far, to examine how the human brain processes language, several medical/neuroimaging techniques have been used. Particularly, which brain area is associated with language processing has been examined. However, mainly due to limitations in terms of participant recruitment for such neuroimaging studies, cross-linguistic differences among languages have not been examined.
All over the world, approximately 7000 languages exist, each of which has different linguistic characteristics [1] . Language typology tries to uncover the universal characteristics among these numerous languages through several kinds of linguistic criteria. One important finding in this field is canonical word order [2] . Canonical word order at the clausal/sentential level is composed of three major constituents: S(subject), O(object), and V(verb). For example, an English sentence usually consists of "I (S)", "like (V)", and "Sushi (O)" but "I (S) Sushi (O) like (V)" is grammatically incorrect. It is now widely known that at least 80% of the languages in the world are classified as either having Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) order or Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) order. Languages having SOV word order make up approximately 43% of languages in the world, while languages having SVO order make up approximately 37% [2] . Many researchers have come to this same conclusion about language and it is now claimed that the key contrast of *Address correspondence to this author at the Institute of Development, Aging, and Cancer, Tohoku University, 4-1 Seiryo-machi, Aoba-ku, Sendaicity 980-8575, Japan; Fax: +81-22-717-7988; Tel: +81-22-717-7988; E-mails: yokoyama@idac.tohoku.ac.jp, satyok@gmail.com canonical word order is whether the language is head-initial (head is V here; SVO) or head-final (SOV) [3] [4] [5] [6] . This difference in word order can predict various aspects of language processing. For example, while head-initial SVO languages have a rich verb-argument system, head-final SOV languages have a rich case-marking system [3, 4] .
Such an important finding in linguistic typology has also affected psycholinguistic models of sentence comprehension. In particular, it has already been pointed out that a difference in canonical word order among languages affects sentence comprehension strategies [5, 6] . In SVO languages, the head of the sentence or clause (i.e., predicate including the verb) appears at the early stage of the sentence, in particular, after the subject appears. Since, in SVO languages, the head can determine the entire structure of the sentence, the information of the head can be used at an early stage of sentence comprehension. Contrastively, in SOV languages, the head is placed at the end of the sentence; thus the information of the head cannot be used until the end of the sentence. In addition, in SOV languages, other arguments should be tentatively memorized until the head computes the entire sentence structure. Such a maintenance process requires a severe cognitive load on short-term (working) memory. In order to avoid this maintenance load, it is assumed that other arguments in the sentence are incrementally processed before the head appears. In contrast, since SVO languages can use the head information at an early stage, such an incremental process is not required because the memory load of the arguments is small. Consequently, due to the above difference between SVO and SOV word-order languages, the sentence comprehension strategies used between them should be different as well. As described above, the difference between the SVO and SOV languages interacts with the way essential grammatical relationships between noun phrases are marked. SVO languages tend to mark grammatical functions, such as subject and object, using word order (e.g., English and Chinese); in contrast, SOV languages tend to mark grammatical functions using case particle attachments (e.g., Japanese and Korean).
While a large number of neuroimaging studies of sentence comprehension have been performed, to our knowledge, they paid little attention to the typological difference in sentence comprehension. While several neuroimaging studies imply that a difference in canonical word order has some effect on sentence comprehension [6] [7] [8] , these previous studies, which did not examine monolingual subjects but rather bilingual subjects and sign language users, provided only indirect evidence. The reason why there is no study directly examining the word order effect on sentence comprehension among languages is that it is difficult to directly compare brain activities during comprehension of different types of languages in terms of experimental design and collecting a sufficient number of native speakers of each language as participants. In this sense, literature review is one of the suitable ways to begin examining sentence comprehension. Since linguistic typological factors psycholinguistically affect sentence comprehension, as we pointed out above, it is reasonable to predict that differences among languages in canonical word order on sentence comprehension would be represented in functional brain imaging data.
In this paper, to investigate whether or not the difference in word order affects functional brain imaging data during sentence comprehension, we used a simple and explorative review in the following way: We firstly chose previous papers from PubMed, and the peak activation coordinates were listed. Then, we labeled and grouped the peaks by utilized language (SVO or SOV). Finally, the percentage of the activation for each anatomical region was summarized by categorization of the word order. The purpose of our paper was to survey previous neuroimaging findings to see the trend of the effect of the different word orders among languages used in the neuroimaging studies. Hence, in this paper, we did not perform any statistical tests using this data.
METHODS
Firstly, we chose literature which included a sentence comprehension condition in the participant's first language from papers indexed in Medline. We searched for literature in May of 2010 using "(fMRI OR PET) sentence (processing OR comprehension)" as the keywords. In order to choose the papers we used here, we excluded papers using sentence stimuli whose canonical word order we cannot clearly determine. Then, out of the papers appearing in the search results, we chose 12 papers which included 21 'sentence vs. word list' contrasts in total [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] (Table 1) . This contrast can be adjusted to exclude the effect of a cross-linguistic difference in the word recognition process by subtracting the word list condition from the sentence comprehension condition in the brain imaging results. Hence, we assume that this contrast can effectively extract the language-based difference that word order has on brain activity. Out of the studies we collected, four were SVO language studies, and seven were SOV language studies. One of the SVO language studies included was English (n=5) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In the SOV language studies, Japanese (n=7) [9, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] was included. We categorized the languages by 1) canonical word order (SVO or SOV), 2) experimental task/condition (e.g., sentence vs. word list), and 3) the peaks of the activated regions (e.g., the opercular part of the left inferior frontal gyrus). To label the activated regions in an objective manner, we used Masks for Region of Interest Analysis (MARINA) (http://www.bion. de/index.php?title=MARINA) [21] software, which was made using AAL-based labeling of anatomical regions of the brain. Using the list we created above, we summarized the percentage of the reported activation for each region to review the trend that typological difference in canonical word order had on brain activation patterns. 
RESULTS
Our literature review results showed a different trend between SVO and SOV languages ( Fig. 1 and Table 2 ) in the 'sentence vs. word list' contrast. The greatest difference between the SVO and SOV languages was found in the activation of the left inferior frontal gyrus. In our results, 86% of neuroimaging studies using SOV languages reported left inferior frontal activation, while 57% of neuroimaging studies using SVO languages reported left inferior frontal activation. Also, the SOV languages activated several left frontal regions (e.g., precentral gyrus) and the cerebellum more than the SVO languages did. Contrastively, the left inferior temporal gyrus and temporal pole have been reported to be more active in neuroimaging studies using SVO languages than in those using SOV languages. The upper figure shows the summarized activation results of SOV languages. The right bar shows the ratio, which denotes the number of previous studies reporting the anatomical region as an activated region for 'sentence vs. word list' contrast, divided by the total number of previous studies we chose in the current study. In this figure, 100-80%, 80-60%, 60-40%, and 40-20% are denoted by white, yellow, red, and purple circles, respectively. For visual purposes, only the left hemisphere is shown. The lower figure shows the summarized activation results of SVO languages.
Table 2. Results of Activation Results between SOV and SVO Languages
SOV SVO Region L/R A V-S V-W Total Ratio A V-W Total Ratio L 1 1 7% 1 1 14% SFG R 1 1 7% L 3 2 5 36% 1 1 14% MFG R L 1 5 6 12 86% 2 2 4 57% IFG R 1 1 7% 1 1 14% L 4 29% SpMA R L ParacL R L 1 17% Gyrus rectus R L Frontal regions Olfactory R L 1 4 2 7 50% PrCG R L PoCG PSA R L Central regions Rolandic R L Insula Insula R 1 1 14%
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Sub cortical regions
Thalamus R Ratio denotes the number of previous studies reporting the anatomical region as an activated region for the 'sentence vs. word list' contrast, divided by the total number of previous studies we chose for the current study. Abbreviations of anatomical brain regions are listed in Table 3 . 
DISCUSSION
In order to investigate whether or not a difference in word order affects functional brain imaging data during sentence comprehension, we used a simple and explorative literature review. Our results suggest that an effect of different canonical word order exists between SVO and SOV languages on brain activation during sentence comprehension. In the following section, we discuss why and how different canonical word order affects brain activation during sentence comprehension between SVO and SOV languages. Our discussion will focus primarily on the left inferior and middle frontal gyri, precentral gyrus, supplemental motor area, inferior and middle temporal gyri, temporal pole, hippocampus, and cerebellum, since these regions show a clear distinction between the SVO and SOV languages (i.e., above a 20% difference). Also, these results were all leftlateralized, indicating that the results are compatible with the general assumption that language functions are dominated by the left hemisphere. In the following sections, we discuss the reason why the above brain regions are activated differently in SVO and SOV languages.
The Inferior Frontal Gyrus
This result may suggest that the left inferior frontal gyrus plays a role in sentence comprehension. Our results showed that the left inferior frontal gyrus is responsible for different aspects of sentence comprehension in SVO and SOV languages.
Here, we formed two possible interpretations to explain the difference in activation between SVO and SOV languages in the left inferior frontal gyrus. The first is case particle processing. Case particle processing is done in the left inferior frontal gyrus [22] . Actually, most SOV languages have case particles, while SVO languages generally do not have them. The second interpretation is that the load of tentative short-term memory for memorizing arguments may be greater for SOV languages than SVO languages due to a difference in the position of the head, or verb, in a sentence.
Our result suggests that the second interpretation is more plausible than the first. Were the first explanation correct, SVO languages would not activate the left inferior frontal gyrus as SVO languages do not require case particle processing. However, the left inferior frontal gyrus was activated for SVO languages. In contrast, if the second explanation is correct, left inferior frontal activation might be found even in SVO languages since some short-term memory load is necessary in sentence comprehension, even in SVO languages.
The Middle Temporal Gyrus
One possible way of accounting for the different brain activation patterns between the SVO and SOV languages is a different semantic working memory load, since the left middle temporal gyrus has been reported to be related to semantic, or conceptual, working memory [25] . As described above, SOV languages have to maintain the information of the arguments until the input of the verb. This maintenance load may reflect the frequent reports of the existence of activation in the middle temporal gyrus. However, such semantic/conceptual working memory activates not only the middle temporal gyrus, but also the inferior frontal gyrus [23] . Hence, the frequent reports of left inferior frontal activation for SOV languages may also reflect the maintenance load of semantic working memory.
The Inferior Temporal Gyrus and Temporal Pole
This region clearly showed a different activation pattern from the left inferior frontal gyrus. While the left inferior frontal gyrus more frequently activates for SOV languages than it does for SVO languages, the left inferior temporal gyrus is active for SVO languages less frequently than it is for SOV languages. At this time, the role of the left inferior temporal gyrus on sentence comprehension remains unclear; however, one possibility is that the different activation pattern between SVO and SOV languages is caused by a different time course of brain activation for sentence comprehension. Ikuta et al., (2006) [15] showed that left inferior temporal gyrus activation is found when sentence information is integrated. Generally, in SVO languages, since the verb (head) can be used at an early stage of sentence comprehension (i.e., after the subject), the integration process of a sentence may begin at this time. In SOV languages, since the verb (head) can be used at the final stage of sentence comprehension (i.e., final position in a sentence), the integration process of a sentence may not begin until the end of a sentence. Hence, in SOV languages, only when the onset of brain activation is set for the end of a sentence, left inferior temporal gyrus activation may be found, as is demonstrated in Ikuta et al., (2006) [15] .
Several neuroimaging studies reported that the anterior temporal regions are active during sentence comprehension [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Particularly, Rogalsky and Hickok (2009) [10] suggested that the anterior temporal region is involved in the semantic integration process from the information of each argument to a sentence's meaning. However, as described above, between SVO and SOV languages, the timing of such semantic integration differs. This difference in timing may affect the different brain activation patterns during sentence comprehension between the two types of languages.
The Middle Frontal Gyrus, Precentral Gyrus, Supplementary Motor Area, and Cerebellum
These regions showed similar activation patterns, since these regions were more active for SOV languages than for SVO languages. Hence, these three regions have a similar role in sentence comprehension.
The left dorsal prefrontal cortex, which is near or includes the middle frontal gyrus and precentral gyrus, is known to be related to the executive function of the working memory process. Activation of these regions may be caused by the different working memory processing load between SVO and SOV languages. As described in the Introduction, since in SVO languages the head can determine the entire structure of a sentence, the information given by the head can be used at an early stage in sentence comprehension. Contrastively, since the head is placed at the end of a sentence in SOV languages, the information given by the head cannot be used until the end of the sentence. This word order difference may cause a greater working memory load for the maintenance of arguments in a sentence for SOV languages than for SVO languages. Consistently, our results showed a pattern of greater brain activation related to working memory load (i.e., the left dorsal prefrontal cortex) for SOV languages than for SVO languages. These results are in line with several sentence comprehension models [30, 31] which claim that the maintenance of arguments in a sentence for SOV languages may cause a greater working memory load than for SVO languages.
At this time, the role the cerebellum plays in sentence comprehension remains unclear, but several studies claimed that the cerebellum was involved in language comprehension [32] . One account suggested its involvement in the language processing load. This account is in line with our results, as cerebellum activation is similar to the activation of regions related to working memory load (i.e., dorsal prefrontal cortex).
CONCLUSION
In the current paper, to investigate whether or not the difference in word order affects functional brain imaging data during sentence comprehension, we conducted an explorative literature review. Our results found that differences in canonical word order between SVO and SOV languages affect brain activation during sentence comprehension, mainly in the left inferior and middle temporal gyri, supplementary motor area, precentral gyrus, inferior and middle temporal gyri, temporal pole, hippocampus, and cerebellum. These results suggest that a difference in canonical word order causes a different sentence processing pattern, and also that this difference causes a different load in the working memory process. We discussed why the observed results were found based on our literature review results, but the claim is still speculative. In future studies, it will be necessary to directly examine whether or not cross-linguistic difference affects brain activation for sentence comprehension in different languages and, if so, how.
